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Fermat’s contributions have long been a matter of outstanding interest to histori-
ans of mathematics, and deservedly so. Thanks to M. S. Mahoney’s work on the
mathematical agenda of Vie`te and his followers—a work Giovanna Cifoletti is
well acquainted with—we know now that Fermat’s mathematics was part of an
‘‘analytical’’ program, the ultimate result of which would be the algebrization of
mathematical thought. In Fermat’s own days, however, this consequence was far
from being imminent or obvious. Starting from here, Cifoletti wants to clarify the
early formulations and status of Fermat’s method of maxima and minima, mainly
in order to understand the contemporary role of Fermat’s mathematics. Two parts,
unequal in almost every conceivable facet, from extension to subject matter to style,
are readily discernible in this book—although they are not ostensibly marked as
such. The opening, the longer and more substantial part, contains several chapters
on the method of maxima and minima, its application to the determination of
tangents, centers of gravity, and other problems, its first publication by He´rigone,
and its fate at the hands of Huygens and van Schooten. Cifoletti analyzes here what
major figures of 17th-century mathematics, including Fermat himself, said about
his method, and supplements this with a balanced review of what major historians
have had to say about it. The second part (the concluding chapter) is devoted to
the so-called synthetic (or formal) differential geometry, a field in 20th-century
mathematics. The author is well aware that the combination is an odd one, for she
feels compelled to justify it. More about this below.
One of Cifoletti’s most interesting points is the suggestion that Fermat designed
his techniques with a specific set of problems in mind—those implying diorismoi.
Fermat and some of his followers regarded these problems, coming mostly from
classical sources, as constituting a mathematical field, but this outlook was to last
for a few decades only. It is thus implied that Fermat’s method changed and lost
its centrality as the problems inspiring it were transformed and reorganized and its
domain of applicability faded away. Cifoletti’s book contains interesting asides on
the Renaissance filiation of adaequari, a key notion (but one soon forgotten) in
Fermat’s own formulation of the method, as well as on the work and obscure figure
of Pierre He´rigone (d. ca. 1643). He´rigone was the author of the first (1642) printed
version of Fermat’s method (published in his six-volume Cours mathe´matique), a
publication which was to lend it, according to Cifoletti, ‘‘sa forme canonique’’ (its
canonical form, p. 162). Providing an insightful study of the genre to which the
Cours mathe´matique belongs, Cifoletti emphasizes that He´rigone’s mathematical
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encyclopedia, strongly inspired as it was by Vie`te’s ‘‘logistique spe´cieuse,’’ was the
most fitting vehicle for Fermat’s techniques and helped to make of them a general
unified method.
Cifoletti ends her book with a chapter on how synthetic differential geometry
obtains results and notions of the infinitesimal calculus. Synthetic differential geome-
try pulls together threads of very different sorts—technical, philosophical, and even
political—to weave a new approach to calculus grounded on the theory of categories
rather than in set theory. Infinitesimals are introduced as nilpotent elements in
appropriate ring structures, and so on. Some of the main authors of the new theory,
introduced in the 1960s and 1970s, claim to have been inspired by Fermat’s method.
According to Cifoletti, the new theory would somehow encapsulate a formalized
version of Fermat’s notions and techniques while enjoying the non-negligible advan-
tage of being ‘‘logiquement cohe´rent’’ (p. 181). Although Cifoletti is well aware of
what is implied in comparing mathematics that are so far away in historical time,
she brings the two theories side by side and draws some conclusions. The result,
at least to the present reader, is not very exciting, for it amounts to recognizing a
few metamathematical ‘‘affinite´s’’ between the theories (p. 216) and showing that
Fermat’s mathematics is coherent—assuming, we must emphasize, the coherence
of synthetic differential geometry. But this does lead to the fundamental question
of how well, if at all, the notion of mathematical contradiction moves through
historical time and into new mathematical contexts.
Methodologically, Cifoletti’s book (the last chapter excepted) is built upon a
careful exegesis of a few texts (by Fermat and others) that evaluate and characterize
Fermat’s method. According to its author, La me´thode de Fermat is essentially a
philosophical essay centered on ‘‘questions de philosophie des mathe´matiques et
d’histoire de la philosophie’’ (p. 1–2). I find this characterization baffling. It is true
that Cifoletti draws on a few printed, well-known sources—mostly on Fermat’s
Oeuvres, Mersenne’s Correspondence, and Huygens’s Oeuvres comple`tes. For mat-
ters of technical interpretation of these sources she can, and does, rely on the work
of Itard, Mahoney, and others. But she also studies new historical phenomena, such
as the reception of Fermat’s method. On the other hand, the reader will find little
reminding him or her of the traditional questions and tools of the philosophy of
mathematics. Nor does the author address, through Fermat’s analytical method,
some of the philosophical issues posed by 17th-century mathematics. Nonetheless,
by putting together the main historical evidence we possess about Fermat’s method,
this little book comes in handy. Clarifying nuances and obscure points in the primary
sources, Cifoletti allows the reader to take in a panoramic picture of how Fermat’s
analytical method, then the most substantial inroad of algebraic thought into higher
mathematics, was understood and transformed during the first half of the 17th
century. This book will be useful to anyone teaching the history of mathematics,
but also as an introduction to historiography that focuses on algebra as a major
factor in changing the patterns of 17th-century mathematical thought.
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